
Media Awareness
DPS Policies

■ DPS General Manual 
• Media Inquiries -- 21.02

■ It is the policy of the DPS that the public should have accurate and 
timely information concerning matters that affect the public welfare or 
that are of public interest. It is also the policy of the DPS that the public 
should be informed of the actions of governmental agencies when it is 
possible to give such information without substantially interfering with 
the performance of vital emergency police services or jeopardizing the 
results of a police investigation. 

■ To this end, the Department has established a Media and 
Communications Office (MCO) to coordinate the delivery of such 
information to the public through the media.
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■ To that end, our approach to Media Relations

“One mission – One voice”
 That’s why all media contacts received by DPS employees shall be 

immediately forwarded to the MCO. Exceptions to this policy include only the 
following:

– Regional Media and Communications (MC) Lts. & Sgts. are authorized 
spokespeople for the department, and will communicate with the media 
regarding local incidents. 

– DPS Communications staff may give general information to the media 
on road closures, fatality reports and wrecks.

– DPS officers or investigators: This is where you MAY come into play. 
■ When responding on the scene of a wreck, traffic accident or emerging 

case may – in the absence of an authorized department spokesperson –
DPS Troopers/investigators may provide general information to the media 
on scene regarding the particular incident or case they are working. 

■ After the scene has been cleared, subsequent media inquiries about that 
particular incident or case shall be referred to your regional Media Lt./Sgt. 
or MCO.



■ MCO is the only authorized entity to coordinate press conferences, 
press releases, media advisories, media availabilities, interviews or 
other press-related activities involving the department. 

■ This includes the coordination of such efforts either independently 
or in partnership with other state agencies or organizations. 

■ Reminder: Our approach to Media Relations is …

“One mission – One voice”
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